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Abstract
We investigated the migration of a symmetric tilt, low-angle grain boundary (LAGB) under applied shear stress in the presence of
extrinsic dislocations. The results demonstrate that there is a threshold stress for the LAGB to depin from extrinsic dislocations. Below
the threshold stress, the LAGB remains immobile at zero dislocation climb mobility, while for ﬁnite climb mobilities, it migrates at a
velocity that is directly proportional to the applied stress, with a proportionality factor that is a function of misorientation, dislocation
climb mobility and extrinsic dislocation density. We derive analytical expressions for the LAGB mobility and threshold stress for depinning from extrinsic dislocations. The analytical prediction of the LAGB mobility is in excellent agreement with the simulation as well as
experimental results. We discuss the implications of these results for understanding the migration of general grain boundaries.
Ó 2009 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Grain boundary migration; Grain boundary mobility; Dislocation boundaries; Dislocation dynamics

1. Introduction
Grain boundary (GB) migration facilitates many important microstructural evolution processes such as recrystallization, grain growth and high-temperature/low-stress
deformation of polycrystals. From a theoretical perspective, developing predictive models for the mobility of an
arbitrary GB is extremely challenging due to the collective
nature of the rearrangement of atomic conﬁgurations at the
boundary and the constraint placed upon these by the symmetries of the adjoining crystalline grains. While the atomic
structure of a general GB is sensitive to both atomic bonding and symmetry constraints, the structure of a low-angle
grain boundary (LAGB) is relatively simple [1]. LAGBs
consist predominantly of (elastically distorted) perfect crystal regions and an array of lattice dislocations. Because
LAGBs are structurally much simpler than general GBs,
a complete understanding of the migration of LAGBs
*
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should be much simpler to achieve than for general
GBs—after all, LAGB migration should be describable in
terms of the collective motion of the dislocation array that
makes up the LAGB.
In the present study, we focus on the migration of LAGBs. LAGBs were ﬁrst analyzed by Burgers [2] and Bragg
[3], and observed in Ge crystals grown from seeded melts
by Vogel et al. [4]. Because such boundaries consist of lattice dislocations, we should expect LAGBs to migrate when
a shear stress is applied such that the Peach–Kohler force
on the constituent dislocations is non-zero. Based upon
these ideas, a symmetric tilt LAGB, consisting of parallel
edge dislocations with the same Burgers vector b, is
expected to migrate under an applied shear stress s with
a velocity vGB ¼ mg sb [5–7] for s greater than the Peierl’s
stress (where mg is the dislocation glide mobility), regardless of temperature and misorientation h. This suggests that
LAGB mobility should be nearly athermal and scale as
1=h. However, studies of stress-induced migration of LAGBs in Zn [8,9] show that the LAGB mobility is temperature
dependent and decreases with increasing misorientation,
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contrary to expectation. More recently, Winning et al. used
an applied stress to induce the motion of planar, symmetric
tilt LAGBs [10,11]. Their measured LAGB mobilities as a
function of temperature led to the suggestion that LAGB
migration is associated with climb-assisted motion of the
lattice dislocations that comprise the boundary.
The motion of GBs in real materials is complicated by
the interaction of GBs with a plethora of other defects,
such as lattice dislocations, vacancies, interstitials, solutes/impurities and precipitates. Defects such as lattice dislocation and vacancies are always present and therefore it
is not always possible to separate GB dynamics from those
of other defects. These contribute to what may be thought
of as the intrinsic boundary mobility. For example, Rollett
[12] suggests that the rate of migration of symmetric tilt
LAGBs is controlled by vacancy diﬀusion to and from
‘‘extrinsic” or redundant dislocations. These ‘‘extrinsic”
dislocations are redundant in the sense that they are not
geometrically necessary, i.e. they do not contribute to the
overall misorientation of the GB (e.g. these could be part
of an array of lattice dislocations provided that there is
an equal density of both signs of the same Burgers vector).
Hence, it is possible to separate the eﬀects of misorientation
(and the ‘‘intrinsic” dislocations that contribute to it) from
‘‘extrinsic” dislocations (that make no net contribution to
misorientation). Such a separation is appropriate here,
where our main goal is the development of a picture of
LAGB migration based on a dislocation-level description.
In the present study, we focus on the migration of LAGBs
in the presence of extrinsic dislocations. These extrinsic dislocations interact directly with the boundary structure and
inﬂuence the mechanism of LAGB migration. The goal of
this work is to develop a mechanistic understanding of
how the simplest grain boundaries (i.e. LAGBs), migrate in
the presence of extrinsic dislocations. Such a system is simple
compared with the migration of general GBs in real materials. Nevertheless, it is both simple enough for a thorough
analysis and yet rich enough to include an extrinsic feature
that may control the overall mobility of GBs. In this paper,
we drive a symmetric tilt boundary with an applied stress
and investigate how extrinsic dislocations aﬀect boundary
motion. The variables examined here include the magnitude
of the driving force (applied stress), dislocation climb mobility, GB misorientation and extrinsic dislocation density.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section we present our simulation model, while Section 3
contains results from numerical simulations. The analysis
of the results is presented in Section 4 and a detailed comparison with experiments is made in Section 5. The paper
concludes with a discussion in Section 6.
2. Simulation model
In the present study, we simulate the migration of an
ideal, symmetric tilt GB, described as an array of straight,
parallel edge dislocations. We investigate the interaction
of this LAGB with a set of extrinsic dislocations of Burgers

vectors diﬀerent from those that make up the boundary
itself, but with line directions parallel to those with which
the original boundary is composed. In our model, the intrinsic dislocations are those necessary to describe the misorientation between two adjacent grains, while the extrinsic
dislocations have net zero Burgers (i.e. equal density of dislocations with opposite Burgers vector) and hence do not
contribute to the overall misorientation. In order to study
GB migration, we apply a stress that couples to the GB dislocations such that they glide, and thereby translate the GB.
The Burgers vectors of the extrinsic dislocations are such
that these dislocations must climb in order to keep up with
the migrating boundary.
The edge dislocations comprising the boundary have a
uniform spacing D1 , Burgers vector b1 ¼ a2 ½1 1 0 and line
direction ^
n ¼ ½1 
1 2, where a is the lattice constant of the
cubic crystal. The Burgers vector of the intrinsic dislocations b1 is perpendicular to the boundary plane. The misorientation h is given by
h¼

b1
:
D1

ð1Þ

Clearly, this GB satisﬁes Frank’s formula [1] and has no
long-range stress ﬁeld.
Next, we introduce a regular array of pairs of extrinsic
1 1 0 that lie
dislocations with Burgers vectors b2 ¼  a2 ½
within the GB plane. Extrinsic dislocations of the same sign
are spaced a distance D apart and are separated from their
oppositely signed nearest neighbors by a distance
D2 ¼ D=2. The net Burgers vector of the extrinsic dislocation array is zero, such that these dislocations do not contribute to the GB misorientation, nor do they produce
long-range stresses (as required by Frank’s formula).
There are N 1 intrinsic dislocations in the simulation cell,
such that h ¼ b1 =D1 ¼ b1 N 1 =D. In the present simulations,
we set 4 6 N 1 6 40 corresponding to misorientations in the
range 0:8 6 h 6 8:1 , which is well within the LAGB regime
(i.e. the dislocation separation is much larger than the dislocation core size r0  0:5a). The extrinsic dislocations are
located between two intrinsic dislocations. We ﬁx
D ¼ 200a in our simulations, so that D2 ¼ D=2 is suﬃciently
large to ensure that the attraction between the extrinsic dislocations is much smaller than those between the extrinsic
and nearby intrinsic dislocations. The extrinsic dislocation/
LAGB (intrinsic dislocation) geometry within a simulation
unit cell is shown in Fig. 1. This unit cell is periodic along
the y-direction with the dislocations lines oriented along
the z-direction to yield a dislocation array of inﬁnite extent
in y and z.
The dislocations in the planar boundary conﬁguration
were allowed to relax to their equilibrium positions before
being subjected to a constant shear stress s along the [1 1
0] direction on the ð
1 1 1Þ plane, as shown in Fig. 1. Because
these straight, parallel dislocations will remain straight in the
absence of interactions with other defects, the migration of
this symmetric tilt LAGB is a problem in two spatial dimensions. The position of each dislocation is completely
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^
n:

f i ¼ ri  bi

ð4Þ

We assume that the motion of each dislocation is overdamped [14], such that its velocity is proportional to the
Peach–Kohler force
vi ¼ Mi  f i ;

ð5Þ

where Mi is a tensor that represents the diﬀerent mobilities
of dislocations in the glide and climb directions. Assuming
that the glide mobilities of edge and screw dislocations are
identical, Mi may be written as
Mi ¼ mg ðI  ni

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a simulation unit cell for a planar,
symmetric LAGB made up of a uniform array of straight, parallel
dislocations of lattice Burgers vector b1 , in the presence of a widely spaced,
parallel extrinsic dislocation array b2 . The unit cell is periodic in the ydirection and of length D in this direction, such that it contains one pair of
oppositely signed extrinsic dislocations, i.e. D2 ¼ D=2. The applied shear
stress s acts on the ð
1 1 1Þ plane in the [1 1 0] direction. In this example,
D1 ¼ 20a and D2 ¼ 100a, such that h ¼ 2:0 .

described by two scalars and the dislocation dynamics is simply the time evolution of these dislocation positions under
the action of an applied stress s and the stress ﬁelds of all
of the dislocations (and their periodic images) rarray .
We evaluate the total stress r on each dislocation using
the stress ﬁeld summation methods described in Ref. [13]
for an isotropic elastic material with shear modulus l
and Poisson ratio m ¼ 1=3. The total stress at the position
of any dislocation is the sum of contributions from the
applied stress and that associated with all other dislocations in the array. Therefore, the total stress on the ith dislocation at position ðxi ; y i Þ in a unit cell of N dislocations is
;
ri ¼ s þ rarray
i

ð2Þ

where
N
X

ni Þ;

ð6Þ

where I is the identity matrix, mg and mc are the glide and
climb mobilities, and ni is the glide plane normal of the ith
dislocation, respectively. For a pure screw dislocation, the
expression for the mobility reduces to Mi ¼ mg I. The equations of motion for all dislocations in the unit cell are integrated numerically using an adaptive, fourth-order Runge–
Kutta method.
3. Results
In the absence of extrinsic dislocations, the uniformly
spaced intrinsic dislocations that make up the initially planar, symmetric, LAGB is mechanically stable, i.e. the intrinsic dislocations are already in their stable equilibrium
positions with respect to climb and glide. The boundary
remains planar and the dislocation spacing D1 remains constant under relaxation regardless of the value of dislocation
climb mobility mc . However, the initial dislocation array that
makes up the LAGB illustrated in Fig. 1 (i.e. with extrinsic
dislocations) is not stable. This is because of the interactions
between the intrinsic and extrinsic dislocations. In the
absence of an applied stress ðs ¼ 0Þ, the dislocations relax
toward their equilibrium positions. During this relaxation,
100

rji

ð3Þ

j¼1
j–i

5

b

2

−b

2

y

and rji is the stress at the location of the ith dislocation contributed by the jth dislocation at position ðxj ; y j Þ in the unit
cell and its periodic images.
tends to inﬁnity as the separation between
The stress rarray
i
the ith and the jth dislocation approaches zero, because rji
2
contains terms proportional to ðcosh X ij  cos Y ij Þ and
1
ðcosh X ij  cos Y ij Þ , where X ij ¼ 2pðxj  xi Þ=D and Y ij ¼
2pðy j  y i Þ=D, all of which are singular at X ij ¼ Y ij ¼ 0. To
remove the stress ﬁeld singularity arising from these terms,
by replacing every occurrence of
we regularize rarray
i
ðcosh X ij  cos Y ij Þ in the denominator by ðcosh X ij 
cos Y ij þ d), where d ¼ 2p=D is a small dimensionless number and  has dimension of length (of course, we require that
  D1 ). Here,  plays the role of the dislocation core radius
r0 and is set to  ¼ 0:5a.
The Peach–Kohler force on the ith dislocation of Burgers vector bi and line direction ^n is

b1

50

z

¼
rarray
i

ni Þ þ mc ðni
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Fig. 2. Dislocation conﬁguration after relaxation with mc ¼ 0 (positions
are shown in units of a). The ﬁnal conﬁgurations relaxed at diﬀerent climb
mobilities mc > 0 are very similar. The dashed line connecting the intrinsic
dislocations shows the trace of the LAGB on the z ¼ 0 plane. In the ﬁgure
on the left, the dislocation lines are directed out of the page. The ﬁgure on
the right shows a three-dimensional view, indicating the relative positions
of the dislocations, and the orientation of the Burgers vectors (indicated
by arrows). In simulation coordinates, all of the dislocations are straight
and oriented parallel to the z-axis (indicated by the black dashed line),
h
i
h
i
1ﬃﬃ
, and ^
n ¼ ½0 0 1.
b1 ¼ p1ﬃﬃ 0 0 ; b2 ¼ 0 p1ﬃﬃ p
2
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4. Analysis
4.1. GB velocity and mobility
At steady state (following an initial transient) for s < s ,
the simulations show that the LAGB proﬁle remains constant as it migrates in the x-direction with negligible dis-
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the extrinsic dislocations glide toward their respective nearest intrinsic dislocations, while the other intrinsic dislocations move away from the mean boundary plane, resulting
in an undulating GB, as shown in Fig. 2. (If the extrinsic dislocations are positioned exactly midway between intrinsic
dislocations in Fig. 1, the extrinsic dislocations are in unstable equilibrium.) In the course of this relaxation, the extrinsic
dislocations displace toward and ‘‘merge” or ‘‘react” with
their respective nearest intrinsic dislocations.
When a constant shear stress s is applied, the intrinsic dislocations that make up the LAGB migrate. The average
velocity of these dislocations in the direction normal to the
mean boundary P
plane (i.e. the x-direction) is the LAGB
N1
x_ i . The behavior of the relaxed conﬁgvelocity vGB ¼ N11 i¼1
uration under the inﬂuence of s involves transient rearrangement of relative positions of the intrinsic dislocations (i.e. the
LAGB conformation), followed by steady-state migration in
the x-direction. This steady-state migration can be characterized by a ﬁxed LAGB proﬁle (which depends on applied
stress s and dislocation climb mobility mc , at a ﬁxed misorientation h and extrinsic dislocation separation D2 ) that
moves with a constant velocity vGB (a function of s; mc ; h
and D2 ). Henceforth, our discussion on LAGB behavior will
refer to its steady-state response, unless otherwise stated.
When the applied stress is low ðs < s Þ and the climb
mobility is ﬁnite ðmc > 0Þ, the moving LAGB drags the
extrinsic dislocations. For this to happen, the extrinsic dislocations must climb. The overall velocity of the LAGB will be
limited by the climb mobility mc of the extrinsic dislocations,
and therefore vGB < mg sb1 . In the limit of zero climb mobility, the LAGB is immobile at low applied stress. At suﬃciently high applied stress ðs > s Þ, the LAGB escapes
from the extrinsic dislocations and migrates at vGB ¼
mg sb1 , having left behind the dipolar extrinsic dislocation
pair; this pair subsequently glides toward each other and
annihilates. Fig. 3 illustrates this process for both small
and large applied stresses in images shown at uniform time
intervals for mc ¼ 0:2mg .
Fig. 4 shows the steady-state GB velocity vGB as a function
of applied stress s for several values of climb mobility mc and
misorientation h. For a particular value of mc and h; vGB is a
piecewise linear function of s. The velocity jumps from a low
to high value at an mc - and h-dependent threshold or depinning stress s . The slope dvGB =ds for s < s in Fig. 4 increases
with increasing mc and h. This implies that for a ﬁxed applied
stress, the LAGB migrates faster at higher temperatures,
whereas at a ﬁxed temperature, a higher-angle LAGB
migrates faster than a lower-angle LAGB (see also Fig. 5);
this will be discussed in detail in the next section.
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Fig. 3. The spatial arrangement of the intrinsic and extrinsic dislocations
at regular time intervals as the LAGB migrates to the right in the
simulations with mc ¼ 0:2mg for (a) s < s and (b) s > s .

placements of the intrinsic dislocations along the LAGB
(i.e. the y-direction). Let subscripts 1 and 2 refer to intrinsic
and extrinsic dislocations, respectively, and superscripts g
and c to dislocation glide and climb processes, respectively.
The glide velocity of an intrinsic dislocation ðb1 Þ is
vg1 ¼ mg ðs  r1xy Þb1 ;

ð7Þ

where r1xy is the shear stress on the intrinsic dislocation
associated with all of the other dislocations in the system.
The climb velocity of an extrinsic dislocation ðb2 Þ, as it
climbs out of its slip plane to keep up with the migrating
boundary is
vc2 ¼ mc ðr2yy b2y þ r2yz b2z Þ ’ mc r2yy b2y ;

ð8Þ

where r2yy and r2yz are normal and shear stresses on the
extrinsic dislocation associated with the other dislocations
in the system. r2yz b2z is the force on one extrinsic dislocation
ðb2 Þ caused by the other extrinsic dislocation ðb2 Þ. When
the separation between the extrinsic dislocations is much
D1 ),
greater than that between the intrinsic ones (i.e. D2
this term is small compared to the force on the extrinsic dislocation associated with the intrinsic dislocations, r2yy b2y ;
hence, it is neglected in the remainder of the present analysis.
The expressions for vg1 and vc2 contain two unknowns,
r1xy and r2yy . These stresses are not independent of each
other since the velocity of each dislocation must be identical in steady state and equal to the velocity of the migrating
LAGB, i.e. vg1 ¼ vc2 ¼ vGB . This implies
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velocity as a function of s in the absence of extrinsic dislocations, i.e.
vGB ¼ mg sb1 .

mc r2yy b2y ¼ mg ðs  r1xy Þb1 :

ð9Þ

Next we will show that r1xy ¼ br2yy , where b is a proportionality constant that can be explicitly evaluated by considering the internal (Peach–Kohler) forces on the two
types of dislocations (resolved along b1 ). To this end, the
internal force on the mth intrinsic dislocation fm is the
sum of those originating from all other intrinsic dislocations fmðiÞ and extrinsic dislocations fmðeÞ in the array
fm ¼ fmðiÞ þ fmðeÞ ¼

N1
X

fmðiÞj þ

j¼1
j–m

N2
X

while the internal force on the nth extrinsic dislocation gn is
the sum of those originating from all other intrinsic disloðeÞ
cations gðiÞ
n and extrinsic dislocations g n in the array
ðeÞ
gn ¼ gðiÞ
n þ gn ¼

N1
X
j¼1
j–m

gðiÞj
n þ

N2
X
k¼1

gðeÞk
¼ r2yy b2y :
n

ð11Þ

mc

0.6

0.8

0
1

Summing over all intrinsic dislocations in Eq. (10) and over
all extrinsic dislocations in Eq. (11) yields the net internal
forces on the intrinsic and extrinsic dislocations:
ðiÞ
¼
fnet

N1
X

fm ¼

m¼1

N1 X
N2
X

fmðeÞk ¼ N 1 r1xy b1

ð12Þ

gðiÞj
n ¼ N 2 r2yy b2y :

ð13Þ

m¼1 k¼1

and
gðeÞ
net ¼

ð10Þ

k¼1

0.4

Fig. 5. The eﬀective GB mobility M eff and velocity vGB versus (a)
misorientation h for ﬁxed climb mobility mc ¼ 0:2 (in units of mg ), and (b)
the dislocation climb mobility, mc for ﬁxed misorientation h ¼ 2:0 .

N2
X
n¼1

fmðeÞk ¼ r1xy b1 ;

0.2

gn ¼

N2 X
N1
X
n¼1

j¼1
j–m

Note that the net internal force on the intrinsic dislocations
is solely due to the extrinsic dislocations and vice versa—
ðiÞ
ðeÞ
courtesy of Newton’s third law. Since fnet ¼ gnet (again
from Newton’s third law), N 2 r2yy b2y ¼ N 1 r1xy b1 . Thus, we
obtain
r1xy ¼

N 2 b2y
b2y
r2yy :
r2yy ¼
N 1 b1
D2 h

Hence, b is given by

ð14Þ
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bðh; D2 Þ ¼

b2y
:
D2 h

ð15Þ

We can now solve for the original two unknowns r1xy and
r2yy without resorting to direct summation for pairwise dislocation interactions within the steady-state LAGB proﬁle
(this important since the steady-state proﬁle is a priori
unknown):
r1xy ¼
r2yy ¼

bs
bþ

mc b2y
mg b1

s
b þ mmgc

b2y
b1

¼
¼

s
1 þ mmgc
s
b2y
D2 h

D2 h
b1

þ mmgc

ð16Þ

;

b2y
b1

:

ð17Þ

Using either Eq. (16) in Eq. (7) (or Eq. (17) in Eq. (8)), we
now solve for the steady-state LAGB velocity for s < s :
!
1
vGB ¼ mg 1 
ð18Þ
b1 s ¼ meff
g b1 s:
1 þ mmgc Db21h
The observation that Eq. (18) is directly proportional to s
concurs with simulation results as shown in Fig. 4. Furtherin Eq. (18) is the eﬀective dislocation glide
more, meff
g
mobility of b1 in the presence of b2 . We can rewrite the
LAGB velocity as the product of an eﬀective LAGB mobility M eff and the applied force per unit area on the LAGB,
F:
vGB ¼ M eff F ¼ M eff

sb1
:
D1

Comparing Eqs. (18) and (19), we ﬁnd
!
eff
m
b
m
b
1
1
g
1
g
¼
1
M eff ¼
:
h
h
1 þ mmgc Db21h

ð19Þ

ð20Þ

eff

Fig. 5 shows M versus both the dislocation climb mobility mc and the misorientation h. Clearly, the analytical prediction, i.e. Eq. (20), and the simulation results are in
excellent agreement.
The simulated data point corresponding to the smallest
value of h in Fig. 5 shows some deviation from the prediction. This is presumably a result of the fact that for h < 2
the density of intrinsic and extrinsic dislocations are comparable. In this limit, the identiﬁcation of the LAGB structure as a continuous interface rather than as an array of
discrete dislocations becomes questionable.

mining the forces between dislocations; rather, it was based
upon the assumption of steady state and the application of
Newton’s third law. Indeed, the shape of the boundary
never entered the analysis, even though the boundary shape
does have a strong inﬂuence on the threshold behavior of
the LAGB.
Now, the diﬃculty in developing an accurate theoretical
model for the threshold behavior lies in the observation
that the local shear stress s  r1xy in Eq. (7) has contributions from both the extrinsic as well as the intrinsic dislocations through the deformation of the boundary, and these
two contributions are diﬃcult to separate. Such a separation, however, is possible within two simpliﬁed scenarios:
(1) extrinsic dislocation exerts only a localized pinning
force on the nearest intrinsic dislocation, and (2) extrinsic
dislocations exert the same pinning force on all intrinsic
dislocations. The ﬁrst scenario, appropriate at small h, is
amenable to the classical bow-out analysis, where the
LAGB is modeled as a continuous interface pinned by
obstacles (extrinsic dislocations). The second scenario, in
turn, is appropriate at large h, and admits simple solutions
as the boundary deformation can be ignored.
We ﬁrst focus upon scenario (1). Suppose the boundary
is a continuous surface with surface tension cGB and mobility M ¼ mg b1 =h, under an external force per unit area
fline ¼ sb1 =D1 acting on the boundary. The boundary
migration is resisted by a regular array of cylindrical obstacles with spacing D2 and mobility mc . At steady-state,
vGB ¼ Mðfline  fpin =D2 Þ ¼ mc fpin , where fpin =D2 denotes
the pinning force per unit area exerted on the boundary
by the obstacles. Thus,
fpin ¼

Mfline
sb1 D2 =D1
sD2 h
¼
¼
¼ r2yy b2y :
M=D2 þ mc 1 þ Db2 h mmc 1 þ Db2 h mmc
g
g
1
1

ð21Þ

Within the classical bow-out pinning approach in Ref. [15],
depinning occurs when fpin reaches a maximum fpin ; fpin in
turn can be related to cGB , the boundary shape, and D2
via a force balance at the obstacle:

4.2. Threshold stress
The simulation data indicate that the steady state LAGB
velocity vGB undergoes an abrupt jump at s ¼ s . In this
section, we develop an analytical model for the threshold
stress s . We begin by noting that as long as a steady state
exists and the direct interaction between the extrinsic dislocations is negligible, the analysis in the previous section
provides accurate analytical expressions for the eﬀective
GB mobility M eff in terms of mc ; h and D2 . We further note
that these expressions were derived without directly deter-

Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of the bow-out geometry used to estimate
the threshold stress s .
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mc
mg

¼

cGB cos w
:
D2

ð22Þ

Here, w denotes the critical bow-out angle as illustrated in
Fig. 6. The LAGB energy (surface tension) can be written
as (see Ref. [13])
i
lb1 h h ae
ln  ln h :
ð23Þ
cGB ¼
4pð1  mÞ
2p

(a)

0.012
simulation
theory
0.01

0.008

τ*

fpin
sh
¼
D2 1 þ Db2 h
1

0.006

0.004

Thus,



i
lb1 cos w
D2 h mc h ae
ln  ln h :
1þ
s ¼
4pð1  mÞD2
b1 m g
2p

ð24Þ

This equation predicts a non-monotonic dependence of s
on misorientation h at ﬁnite mc , while at mc ¼ 0; s should
be a monotonically decreasing function of h.
Let us next analyze scenario (2), for which the obstacle–
boundary interaction is taken to be long range. In this case,
depinning occurs when the pinning force per unit area due
to obstacles reaches a critical value:

0.002

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

6

8

10

mc

(b)

0.012

mc = 0.0 simulation
m = 0.0 theory

0.01

c

mc = 0.2 simulation
mc = 0.2 theory

mc
mg

¼ f0 :

0.008

ð25Þ
τ*

fpin
sh
¼
D2 1 þ Db2 h
1
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Thus, the threshold stress can be written as


f
D2 h mc
:
s ¼ 0 1þ
h
b1 mg

ð26Þ

In this case, note that s
h1 when mc ¼ 0, while at ﬁnite
1; in other words, s
mc ; s  f0 D2 mc =ðb1 mg Þ when Db21h mmgc
saturates at large h.
Fig. 7 shows the threshold stress s versus dislocation
climb mobility mc and misorientation h from the simulations and the present analysis, Eq. (24), with w ¼ p=4.
The analytical prediction of s as a function of mc is in
excellent agreement with the simulation data, apart from
a small shift, at ﬁxed h. Furthermore, as expected from scenario (1), s decreases as mc ! 0. On the other hand, simulation results start to deviate signiﬁcantly from Eq. (24) in
the large h limit.
Eq. (26) predicts that s should approach zero in the
large h limit for mc ¼ 0 and should converge to a ﬁnite
value when mc > 0. While the trends in the data are consistent with these predictions, the theoretical models are not
suﬃciently accurate to provide a more quantitative comparison. This is not surprising, as the extrinsic dislocations
interact with the intrinsic ones with forces whose magnitude decays as
r1 , where r denotes their separation,
and thus a single extrinsic dislocation interacts with more
than one intrinsic dislocation but less strongly with more
distant intrinsic dislocations. The inability of the analytical
model in Eq. (24) to match the simulation results for s versus h may also be attributed to the failure of the surface
tension description of the GB energy in the present case,
where the GB is not ﬂat and it is assumed that the critical
angle w is independent of h. The latter can be corrected by
using simulation data for w at s . However, to do so leads
to a prediction that is of little direct use.

0.006

0.004

0.002

0
0

2

4

θ°

Fig. 7. Threshold stress s versus (a) the dislocation climb mobility mc for
ﬁxed misorientation h ¼ 2:0 , and (b) misorientation h for ﬁxed climb
mobility mc ¼ 0:2 (in units of mg ).

5. Comparison with experiments
Our analytical and simulation results indicate that the
LAGB velocity in the low driving force (stress) regime
increases with misorientation h, while the LAGB mobility
M eff for dislocation climb mobility mc ¼ 0:2mg decreases
with increasing h at a rate slower than 1=h (see Fig. 5).
The experimental situation is somewhat murky on the
question of the dependence of the GB mobility on misorientation angle: Li et al. [8] and Bainbridge et al. [9] demonstrated that the boundary migration rate decreases with
increasing misorientation h, implying a mobility that
decreases faster than 1=h. In contrast, more recent experiments have shown that GB mobility either increases with
misorientation angle [16,17], or is independent of the misorientation angle altogether [10,11].
Given the inconsistencies between the experimental
observations from a half-century ago and those from the
last decade, we focus on the more recent (and reliable) measurements of Winning et al. [10,11]. Of particular interest is
the behavior of M eff in the limit where mc =mg  1, corresponding to the regime where most experimental measure-
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ments of LAGB mobility are made (i.e. at temperatures
well below the melting point). Given the excellent agreement between our simulation and analytical results, we
analyze this regime within our theoretical framework,
where we can treat mc =mg as a continuous variable. Performing a Taylor series expansion of M eff in Eq. (20) about
mc ¼ 0 yields


mc D2 h
þ Oðm2c Þ :
ð27Þ
M eff ¼ mc D2 1 
m g b1
Note that the leading-order term in this expansion (i.e. the
ﬁrst term in the brackets in Eq. (27)) is independent of h,
while the second-order term in mc is linear in h with a slope
m2c D22 =ðmg b1 Þ: Therefore, Eq. (27) predicts that the LAGB
mobility is very nearly h-independent for small mc =mg . This
can be seen clearly in Fig. 8, where M eff (Eq. (20)) is plotted as function of h for several values of mc  mg .
We emphasize that M eff is practically independent of h
(at small h) for physically reasonable values of mc =mg and
that this is consistent with the LAGB mobility data
obtained by Winning et al. [10,11]. We can estimate the
magnitude of M eff by employing a simple model for mc following the approach of Ref. [13]:
mc ’

2pDs X
:
lnðD2 =b2 Þ

ð28Þ

b2e k B T

Here Ds ¼ D0 expðQ=RT Þ is the atomic self-diﬀusion coefﬁcient, X the atomic volume, be the edge component of the
Burgers vector of the extrinsic dislocations, k B the Boltzmann constant, and T denotes the temperature. We employ
physical parameter values appropriate for Al (X ¼ 16:60 Å3
[18], D0 p
¼ﬃﬃﬃ2:25 104 m2 s1 and Q ¼ 144:4 kJ mol1 [19]),
be ¼ a= 3, and we make a reasonable, yet arbitrary, choice
for the extrinsic dislocation spacing D2 ¼ 104 a (since it enters
in a logarithm the results only weakly depend on this choice),
1=3
where a ¼ ð4 XÞ is the lattice parameter. With these physical parameters, Eq. (27) implies that M eff  0:0003; 0:2 and
3000 lm s1 MPa1 at T ¼ 473; 573 and 873 K, respec-
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Fig. 8. The eﬀective grain boundary mobility M eff versus misorientation h
for diﬀerent values of dislocation climb mobility mc (in units of mg ).

tively. The experiments of Winning et al. [10,11] found the
LAGB mobilities at these temperatures to be
M  0:0003; 0:07 and 600 lm s1 MPa1 , respectively. The
quantitative agreement (within a factor of 5 over the entire
temperature range) is remarkable given the rather crude theoretical estimate for mc , the absence of adjustable parameters
(except for D2 , which has a very small eﬀect) and the magnitude of the experimental error (see Figs. 11–13 in Ref. [10]).
This analysis suggests that these experimental results are
consistent with a model in which LAGB mobility is controlled by climb of extrinsic dislocations. (This does not,
however, rule out the possibility that other mechanisms
(e.g. [11]) may also be important.)
6. Discussion
We have performed a series of simulations on the migration of symmetric tilt LAGBs that are driven by an applied
stress. Such boundaries were described in terms of a single
periodic, uniformly spaced set of well-separated, parallel,
edge dislocations with lattice Burgers vectors. The migration of the LAGBs was simulated in terms of a dislocation
dynamics method in which the ratio of the dislocation
climb and glide mobilities was ﬁxed. We examined LAGB
migration as a function of both this mobility ratio and the
LAGB misorientation (i.e. intrinsic dislocation separation).
Boundaries of the type described above should be
expected to migrate in a nearly athermal manner via pure
dislocation glide (a reasonable assumption in the common,
but not universal, case where dislocation glide is nearly
athermal). On the other hand, GB migration is normally
observed to be thermally activated with substantial activation energies [20]. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
of GBs in pure metals [21–26] invariably show activation
energies that are considerably smaller than those measured
experimentally. One possible source for this discrepancy is
the presence of impurities that interact with the migrating
GBs in experiments versus the complete purity of the metals examined in the MD simulations. The eﬀect of impurities on GB mobility has been the subject of many studies
[27–35]. Another possible source of the discrepancy
between MD simulations and experiments is that in real
materials, GBs are never ideal and generally contain extrinsic dislocations (i.e. dislocations that are not geometrically
necessary to describe the macroscopic GB misorientation).
To model this important case, we introduced extrinsic dislocations into the GBs in our dislocation dynamics simulations of LAGB migration.
The simulations presented above showed that the GB
velocity versus driving force (stress) has three main features. At low driving forces, the LAGB velocity is a linear
function of the driving force, thereby allowing us to deﬁne
a GB mobility (i.e. the slope of the velocity versus driving
force plot). In the low driving force regime, the GB mobility increased with increasing dislocation climb mobility (at
constant glide mobility). As the driving force is increased,
an abrupt transition occurs at a critical driving force (or
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applied threshold stress s ) in which the GB velocity jumps
from a low velocity to a high velocity. For applied stresses
above s , the GB velocity is again a linear function of driving force (allowing us to deﬁne a high driving force boundary mobility). In this regime, however, the mobility is
independent of dislocation climb mobility.
Examination of the dislocation conﬁguration during
boundary migration shows that the low driving force
regime is characterized by the boundary dragging the
extrinsic dislocations, which can only move along with
the boundary via climb (hence, the climb mobility dependence of the LAGB mobility in this regime). In this case,
the drag created by the extrinsic dislocations makes the
LAGB bow-out as it migrates and dominates the activation
energy for GB migration. At large driving forces (i.e.
s > s ), the extrinsic dislocations initially retard the LAGB
migration, but after a ﬁnite time transient, the LAGB pulls
away from the extrinsic dislocations and migrates via pure
glide of the intrinsic dislocations and in a nearly athermal
manner. The low driving force regime is expected to be
most common in microstructural evolution.
In the analysis presented in Section 4, we derived an
analytical expression for the LAGB mobility in the low
driving force regime. This analysis was based upon the
action–reaction forces between the intrinsic dislocation
array and the extrinsic dislocations, and by requiring that
both the intrinsic and extrinsic dislocations move at the
same velocity, i.e. the GB velocity. Comparison of the analytical prediction and the simulation results show that the
theory accurately describes the LAGB mobility in the low
driving force regime, i.e. it properly describes the eﬀect of
misorientation, dislocation climb mobility and extrinsic
dislocation density. The GB mobility in the high driving
force regime was also reproduced by the theory, although
this case is the trivial limit of pure dislocation glide (i.e.
GB mobility is directly proportional to the glide mobility
and inversely proportional to misorientation). Furthermore, we demonstrated that the LAGB mobility is independent of the misorientation to leading order in h for
physically reasonable values of the dislocation climb mobility, in excellent qualitative agreement with the LAGB
mobility data obtained by Winning et al. [10,11]; quantitatively, our model was able to reproduce the correct order of
magnitude of the experimentally observed mobility by
employing a classical model for the dislocation climb
mobility. A simple analysis was also presented to predict
the critical driving force or s that was based upon a classic
surface tension, bow-out model. Although this bow-out
model was able to capture the dependence of s on the dislocation climb mobility, it was too crude to accurately
reproduce the dependence of s on the misorientation,
especially at high misorientations. This is likely associated
with an assumption in the analysis that the extrinsic dislocations exert only a localized pinning force on the LAGB
and that the critical bow-out angle is independent of misorientation. Another simple theoretical model, which
assumes that a constant pinning force acts on all intrinsic
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dislocations, provides qualitatively reasonable trends at
large misorientation.
As discussed in the Introduction, our rationale for
focussing upon LAGBs was that they are much simpler
structurally than the more common case of general GBs
and hence the correlation between dynamic GB structure
and migration could be made most precise. As our theoretical analysis has shown, this simpliﬁcation has led to an
accurate, predictive model for GB mobility in the physically important low driving force, low-angle regime. A
few observations are in order. First, under normal boundary migration scenarios, the GB mobility of interest is
likely to be similar to that in the low driving force limit.
Second, the structure of general boundaries is such that
pure, athermal glide motion is not possible since general
boundaries do not consist solely (or predominantly) of lattice dislocations, but rather of dislocations having Burgers
vectors appropriate for the bicrystallography of the situation (i.e. displacement shift complete (DSC) dislocations
[36]). In this case, it is both intrinsic and extrinsic dislocations that must climb in order to translate the GB. This
means that general GB migration is thermally activated
even when no extrinsic dislocations are present. Third, as
a GB migrates in a real material, it constantly encounters
lattice dislocations. These lattice dislocations can be
absorbed into the boundary structure, decaying into DSC
dislocations. However, the ability of a GB to continue to
absorb dislocations is not limitless. Hence, as the boundary
migrates, dislocations may be annihilated within the
boundary structure and some dislocations may be emitted
behind the moving GB. This implies that the steady-state
motion of a general GB in a real material is necessarily a
truly dynamic situation. The actual steady-state migration
and GB structure may be an ensemble of transient events,
such as dislocation adsorption, annihilation and emission.
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